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Introduction
Beyond “big data” style business intelligence, analytics is driving auto-classification, content remediation,
security correction, adaptive case management, and process monitoring and modeling. The first step for many
analytic processes is capture and recognition – from paper, and from other multiple inbound channels.
Something to consider when discussing analytics for process automation and business insight, is that
information can and is being captured from multiple sources, including social media, blogs, websites, and even
remote devices – the Internet-of-Things. According to 27% of our respondents, content analytics (CA) is seen
as essential now, with 59% citing they see it as essential within the next 5 years.
Regarding the capture of data from remote devices, 43% of respondents indicate data is being captured from
security systems (access readers, cameras, etc.) and from facilities equipment (HVAC, lighting, etc.) by 25%.
Additionally, 51% of our respondents are capturing data from peripheral devices like multi-function copiers, etc.
In this comprehensive report, we take an in-depth look at the take-up of analytics applications, the success
factors and outcomes, integration across repositories, and the issues, benefits and ROI resulting from analytics
use. Above all, we look at the progress of organizations moving towards the incorporation of analytics to
automate their business processes, and extract valuable customer and business knowledge to enhance their
decision-making processes.

Key Findings
General
n Twenty-seven percent of respondents see content analytics as essential now. Fifty-nine percent see it
as essential within the next 5 years.
n Fifty-nine percent of respondents feel that their organization is good (40%) to excellent (9%) at ECM.
Fifty-eight percent admit they are poor at using auto-classification.
n Thirty-nine percent of respondents are challenged with poor insight into their business operations.
Forty-three percent are addressing challenges related to duplication of content creation.
n Sixty-four percent of respondents see content analytics as a way to improve productivity and remove
manual steps. For 62% content analytics is seen as a way of providing business insight.
n For 43% of respondents, data is being captured from security systems (access readers, cameras,
etc.) and from facilities equipment (HVAC, lighting, etc.) by 25%. Fifty-one percent of respondents are
capturing data from peripheral devices like multi-function copiers, etc.
n Twenty percent of respondents see content analytics as the way to go and are proactively working on
it. Fourteen percent see it as useful but no one is currently assigned to investigate it further.
Inbound/Process/Search
n Twenty-five percent of respondents say their processes are flowing faster and more smoothly as a result
of using inbound analytics. Fourteen percent cite improved governance and compliance.
n Content analytics is driving auto-classification for tagging and routing to archive by 22% of
respondents. Twenty percent indicate they trigger inbound processes based on content analytics used for
inbound content.
n When it comes to assigning security and access controls, 25% are using auto-classification for this
purpose. 21% are using it for metadata allocation and correction.
n Six percent of respondents utilize contextual search across multiple repositories. For 22% it is simple
search across multiple repositories that are still prevailing.
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Business Insight
n Sixty-one percent of respondents feel the intelligence derived from content analytics is most useful
in providing better insight and decision-making capabilities. Thirty-seven percent feel it is improved
product or service quality.
n Fifty-two percent believe automated content curation would be very useful. Eighteen percent indicate
they are using it on websites, blogs, and news feeds (3%), subscribed libraries (6%), and internal
resources (9%).
n E-discovery with contextual analysis plays a role for 7% of respondents. For 13% e-discovery tools are
in place without contextual search capabilities.
n Fourteen percent of respondents use automated analysis on social streams, communities, news feeds,
and inbound communications. Automated analysis of helpdesk conversations is in the plans of 15% of
respondents.
Application Use
n Thirty-two percent of respondents indicate having more than one content analytics application in
place. Fifteen percent say they are currently planning for it.
n When it comes to content types being analyzed, 27% say they have a wide variety across multiple
repositories. Twenty-one percent say their content is not “big” but they are using complex analytic
techniques.
n Regarding linkage to transactions or structured data, 40% of respondents say they have tied their blog
content projects to multiple transactional systems. Thirty-two percent say they link to singular systems
like ERP, Finance, and HR.
n Return-on-Investment for big content projects has been realized within 12 months for 26% of
respondents with 10% of those indicating ROI within 6 months. Forty-four percent are measuring
processing times for ROI and 39% reduction in manual processes and activities.
Opinions and Spend
n Forty-two percent will be spending more on inbound workflow automation over the next 12 months.
Forty percent of respondents plan to spend more on content analytics for business insight.

In General
In business today, it is vital that you respond to and meet your customers’ needs quickly, exactly, and in their
context. If you do not, someone else will, and they know it. That is why it is imperative for you to build and
maintain an information ecosystem that not only links your information resources but also enables you to
gain valuable insight into your operations, customer interactions, and predict future demands. It is no longer
enough to deliver what they need now, you must anticipate future needs and have them ready before your
customer asks or even knows they need what you are offering. You must think like the customer and perform
in ways that keep them coming back for more.
Just as in your personal life, when you find a service provider who has exceeded your expectations you will
return for future services and promote their excellence to others. So too must your business organization meet
and exceed your customers’ expectations. This requires detailed analysis of buyer trends, delivery channels,
and interactions between you, your suppliers, and your customers. This is where analytics delivers great
benefit. When we polled our community 27% of our respondents say CA is essential to their businesses now,
42% say it is something they definitely need now and 59% say they see it as essential within the next five
years. (Figure 1)
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Figure 1: How important would you say content analytics is for your organization?
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Figure 3: What business challenges are you facing in your day-to-day operations?
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Figure 4: What are the biggest issues for you with content analytics projects?
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Drivers
We have seen the business challenges related to analytics use and projects, but what is driving them?
What is it that is moving organizations to discuss, plan, and implement analytics project? For 64% of our
respondents, it is process productivity and automation that is driving the need for content analytics with
44% seeking to free up bottlenecks and process overloads. When it comes to gaining better insight into their
businesses, 62% of our respondents tell us this is what is driving their analytics projects. (Figure 5) It is
clear that analytics is playing a role, and whether you want to gain insight or improve operations there is a
connection between these that will improve all of this provided you have a clear focus on the overall business
problem and objective for analytics.
Figure 5: What would be the biggest drivers for content analytics in your organization?
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Reducing unidenfied risk in our “dark data”
Detecng fraud, crime, policy infringement,
unacceptable use, etc.
Adding value to our legacy content
Reducing our storage/migraon requirements
in a defensible way
Detecng fraud, crime, policy infringement,
unacceptable use, etc.
Other
Reducing our storage/migraon requirements

The reason behind analytics
and
in aprojects
defensible
waywho is driving them are often based on perception and
organizational protocol. In many cases, the business organization identifies the need and hands the project
Other
over to IT. This is true for 37% of our respondents who indicate that IT and IT services are driving their
analytics projects followed by corporate (23%) and records/information management at 18%. (Figure 6)
This could reflect the perceptions uncovered earlier that content analytics are tool intensive and therefore
seen as a technology initiative more so than a business initiative. Though they should be working hand-inhand to resolve business problems and improve operations.
Figure 6: Which department is driving your analytics projects?
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The one question that many18%
ask is related to how analytics is being used within an organization. When

we asked this question 31% of our respondents cited current use of content analytics for business insight
and customer input. Forty-six percent of our respondents indicate plans to use analytics for information
governance, metadata generation and metadata correction. (Figure 7) Ideally, these would be part of a larger
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result of the way information is organized and managed.
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Figure 7: Are you using content analytics for any of the following?
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The point being that in our world today, information capture must be viewed through a multi-channel lens
that spans beyond traditional documents, spread sheets, and presentations to any device or social media
outlet where relevant information is created and accessible for analysis.
Figure 8: Do you capture information from remote connected devices?
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To a degree, we could say that monitoring a device, like a utility meter, is monitoring structured data. We
know what it is, where it comes from, and have an expectation of what to do with it when we receive it.
So what about content and information like emails, inbound correspondence and other varieties considered
unstructured in nature? When we asked to identify the top three uses of content analytics on unstructured
content, 27% of respondents say their organizations are extracting data from emails, correspondence,
forms, etc. Metadata correction and classification are in use by 19% while 25% are using analytics for free
text search of scanned documents, signaling the need for improved findability combined with more robust
and in-depth search capabilities. (Figure 9)
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Figure 9: Are you currently using content analytics on unstructured content in any of the following ways?
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When it comes to inbound analytics, a quarter
of our respondents say that their processes are flowing
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information and an indication that auto-classification is in use. (Figure 11)
Figure 11: How would you describe the success of your inbound analytics projects?
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So what is it that these organizations are doing with their inbound content when they apply the use of
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Figure 12: Are you using content analytics for any of these inbound content functions?
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Fraud detecon
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A common turn in the discussion of inbound content is toward email. While many organizations still choose
to ignore it for the most part, there is a great opportunity to capture, identify and classify inbound email
automatically, ensuring it is managed and maintained as a corporate information asset, which could mean it is
a business record.
When asked about their handling of inbound emails using auto-classification, 7% of respondents say they are
fully automated in this respect with an additional 13% using user prompted auto-classification. Looking ahead
over the next twelve to eighteen months, 17% of our respondents say that auto-classification is in their plans.
(Figure 13)
Figure 13: Are you using auto-classification for filing or archiving inbound emails?

Yes, fully
automated, 7%

Don’t know, 8%
Unlikely we
ever will, 8%

Yes, user
prompted, 13%
As batch
correcon or
enhancement,
4%

Plans in next
12-18 months,
17%

No immediate
plans, 43%
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While auto-classification of email can deliver great benefit and efficiency, the opportunity does not end there.
Plans in next
For example, 25% of our respondents say that auto-classification is being used to assist
the assignment
12-18with
months,
of security and access controls, metadata allocation and correction (21%) and 27% are planning
to use
17%
immediate
auto-classification for theirNomigration
of legacy content. (Figure 14) These are all prime examples of looking at
plans,issues
43% and opportunities, then applying the technology to address the issues
business operations, identifying
and take advantage of the opportunities.
Figure 14: How would you describe your organization’s use of auto-classification to assist staff with the following?
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operating
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contentin a batch-processing mode also gain benefit from autoclassification
by
applying
and
correcting
metadata for searchability as indicted by 22% of our respondents.
Add or correct metadata to improve repository
Additionally, there is benefit to be gained
by using auto-classification to add or correct metadata prior
alignment
or correct
metadata
and accuracy
flag for
to migrations Add
(17%)
ensuring
higher
levels, and also to detect duplicate files for cleansing and
deleon/retenon
sensitive information for protection
as indicated by 16% of our respondents. (Figure 15)
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Other
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We will never do this
Figure 15: Do you use automated or batch agents to perform any of the following functions?
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This leads us to further investigate the results achieved in using auto-classification for metadata correction,
Detect
infringing
or offensive
which of course
would
be based
on theimages/video
objective of the project. While the majority say it is too early to tell
(25%), seventeen percent of respondents cite that their search capabilities are more accurate and useful,
None of 0%
these 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%
while fifteen percent indicate improvements in
compliance and governance. (Figure 16) The message is clear
that results are being realized and that in order
to measure success, there must be some metrics in place to
Other
Too early to say
measure against.
Our content Figure
search is16:
much
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usefulthe results of auto-classification use for metadata correction
How
would
you and
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projects in your organization?
Our general compliance and governance is much improved
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We have recovered significant storage space
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Search

Given that search accuracy and usefulness is seen as a measure of success, we now look deeper into search as a whole
in relation to content analytics. As we know, there are many forms of search like keyword, free text, Boolean, and search
with contextual analysis, something of great benefit in times of litigation discovery processes.
It is the latter that typically surfaces to the top of a discussion regarding the benefits of analytics in relation to search.
When we asked about contextual search, only 6% of our respondents indicate the use of contextual search across
multiple internal and external repositories with 14% indicating it is in place across multiple internal repositories and
16% within a single repository. (Figure 17)
Figure 17: Do you have a search capability that includes contextual analysis (as opposed to simple free text or keywords)?

Don’t know, 12%
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6%
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repositories, 14%
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searchable
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6%
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Yes –16%
across
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repositories, 14%
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search, across
mulple
repositories, 22%
Yes – within a
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is identified, classified,
and
16%

Findability is of course tightly
coupled with how accurately information
stored, thus
No – simple
the reason more and more
organizations
are looking to technology and auto-classification methods to gain a level
search,
single Don't know,
repository,
20% across their information assets. When
60-70%,
of accuracy, consistency,
and quality
asked13%
about the accuracy expectations
17%
for classification be it by human or machine, eight percent set a high bar to achieve at 99% accuracy, while fifteen
percent set the bar of acceptability at 95-98% accuracy. (Figure 18) This of
indicates that the majority feel
No course
– just simple
search, across
less than 95% accuracy rate is acceptable with 13% setting their bar at a 60-70%
acceptable accuracy rate.
mulple
repositories,
22% 10%
70-80%,
Figure 18: For emails and general content, what would you consider to be
an acceptable
accuracy of classification
99%, 8%within your organization (human or automated)?

Don't know,
17%

60-70%, 13%
80-85%, 13%

95-98%, 15%

70-80%, 10%

99%, 8%
90-95%, 13%

85-90%, 12%

80-85%, 13%
95-98%, 15%

We withstood a
court challenge,
1%
90-95%, 13%
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Don't know,
17%

60-70%, 13%

70-80%, 10% one might ask
So if there is this range of acceptability from 60–99% accuracy in classifying information,
99%, 8%
the question of legal or compliance challenges in relation to the use of auto-classification of emails and
other corporate records prior to deletion. In this regard, 1% of our respondents indicate their organization
has in fact withstood a court challenge of this practice. While that may seem insignificant, it is an indicator
that well planned, managed, and defensible practices are possible. For 4% of our respondents, auto13%
classification is viewed as a consistent; rules based procedure while 6% say it 80-85%,
is holding
up their adoption
95-98%,
15%
and implementation of auto-classification. (Figure 19)

Across many organizations, there is human reluctance, as with any new technology being introduced for the
first time, which reinforces the need for cross-departmental discussion and governance regarding acceptable
use and practices. This is not an IT alone initiative; it is an organizational
initiative that requires cross85-90%, 12%
departmental input and acceptance. 90-95%, 13%
Figure 19: Have you encountered any legal resistance or compliance questions regarding auto-classifying
emails or other records pre-deletion?
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Being able to produce a clear vision of an organization’s information assets and processes is imperative to
Improved product or service quality
improving efficiency, agility, and responsiveness. As cited by 61% of our respondents, the most useful of
the top three business
of intelligence gained as the result of content analytics, is the provision
Knowledgeadvantages
research/core invesgaons
of better business insight and decision making capabilities. This is followed by improvements in the quality
Compeve advantage
of products and services (37%)
and the help it provides in knowledge research and core investigations, and
maintaining a competitive
advantage
(34% each) as shown in Figure 20.
Detecon of non-compliance
Of course one Customer
could say
that all
of these
are intertwined in the sense that improved knowledge research and
senment
monitoring
(general)
investigative capabilities result in gaining better insight for enhanced decision making to improve the quality
Rapid response
to external
events
of products and services,
therefore
maintaining
a competitive advantage.
Customer complaint handling/brand protecon
Incident predicon
Reduced losses from fraud
Staff senment monitoring
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Figure 20: Which of the following business advantages would be the most useful to you based on
intelligence derived from content analytics?
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An additional point of recent and growing discussion related to analytics, is that of curation or more specifically,
automated curation of content and information based on a set of parametric or profile values. In case management,
this could be the case profile and any information entering the information ecosystem is automatically identified,
classified, tagged, and presented as potential additions for that particular case. Fifty-two percent of our respondents
see this as a useful tool while 9% indicate they are already doing this across internal resources and 6% with
subscribed libraries. When looking at external resources for curation, 3% of our respondents indicate they are using
curation with websites, blogs, and news feeds. (Figure 21)
Figure 21: Do you use content curation to automatically create custom libraries and alerts from multiple
external and internal sources?
Yes, including
websites, blogs
Yes, but only
and news feeds,
We don’t have a
from subscribed
3%
need for this,
libraries, 6%
15%

Yes, internal
only, 9%

This is largely a
manual process,
15%

We don’t do
this, but it would
be very useful,
52%

Curation of information not only provides a collective view of information it also helps to simplify e-discovery efforts as
a result of the collections created. In other words, it can help reduce the number of locations to search for requested
information, and with the use of contextual analysis, present information in a more proper light. We asked about the
Yes, and we are very
use of e-discovery tools with contextual analysis reliant
capabilities,
on this,and
7%find that 7% of our respondents are reliant on these.
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We don’t have a
need for this,
15%
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this, but it would
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52%

Yes, internal
only, 9%

Eleven percent indicates they have e-discovery tools with contextual analysis but do not use it well and 13% have
e-discovery tools without contextual analysis. (Figure 22)
Figure 22: Do you have e-discovery tool(s) with contextual analysis capability?
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We discussed knowledge or intelligence extraction earlier for decision-making and business
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but now we turn
We have
e-discovery
0%types and
20%to solving
40% business
60%problems.
80%
tools,
but100%
the
that attention to extraction from specific content
When
wesearch
asked about the
not contextual,
types of content being analyzed, we find that 20% of our respondents are analyzing theiris help
desk logs and CRM
13%
Comment
fields
from
forms
for
sugges
ons/feedback
reports, while 12% are analyzing incident reports, claims, and witness statements. In many cases,
this type of
analysis can be used to identify patterns, trends and anomalies that influence the actions and directions that need to
Help desk logs, CRM reports
be taken by the organization. Human Resources is the focus of 15% of our respondents who say they analyze resumes
andnotes,
employee
records,
most commonly
identify qualified candidates and support compliance with employment
Case
professional
assessments,
medical to
notes
We do not have any
regulations. (Figure 23)
Resumes, HRe-discovery
records tools,
46% any of the following document or content types to extract business
Figure 23. Have you considered analyzing
Lab notes, trials, surveysintelligence or solve problems?
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Lab notes, trials, surveys
Incident reports, claims, witness statements
Patents, scien fic journals, court proceedings

So if there is a need
analyze
information,
and the opportunity to automate that process based on business
Webtoforums,
blogs,
ra ngs/reviews
needs exists, one might think that organizations would line up to take advantage of that capability. Yet, only
Web-accessible
databases
14% of our respondents are
using automated
analysis on social streams, various communities, news feeds,
and inbound communications. This is an opportunity missed, not to mention the potential advantages of
External libraries public or subscrip on
being able to automatically monitor and analyze internal resources like helpdesk conversations, which is
in the plans for 15% Picture,
of our respondents.
(Figure 24) While a large number of respondents feel automated
video or audio records
analysis of various information sources would be beneficial, it is likely they feel unqualified to initiate a
Print-streams
and electronic
project, or have
the perspective
it willstatements
be too costly and time consuming.
Figure 24: Have you considered automated
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business intelligence?
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In today’s fast paced world of communications, in particular social media, collecting business intelligence
dictates the need to monitor and analyze these social outlets to gain insight into customer sentiments, trends,
and expectations. Consider the transportation industry where a top tier client socializes how poor service is on
a particular trip or day. The negative impact would be considerable when read by thousands of followers and
the organization would want the situation rectified and the client experience turned into one of satisfaction.
When we explored the monitoring of social media, 7% say that are successfully doing automated monitoring
so with 9% indicating this is done for defensive purposes. An additional 16% say they should be monitoring
social sites. (Figure 25)
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Figure 25: How are you monitoring external social streams (e.g. Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook)?
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Social media is not the only monitoring that needs to be done in this age of the Internet-of-Things. For many
We have some
It’s not really
Don't know, 22%
organizations there
are remotely
connected devices feeding information back into theautomated
information ecosystem.
relevant
to our
monitoring
in
For example, thebusiness,
facilities19%
department monitors and regulates temperature based
remote
device
readings. In
Weon
have
a project
place
mostly
underway,
9% they are carrying,
transportation, tracking devices monitor progress and location of trucks, trailers, and
the–goods
defensive, 16%

and in healthcare, heart monitors and even glucose meters provide real-time information to Doctors and Nurses. In
the utilities sector, water and power meters no longer require human verification, as they too deliver digital feedback
to the parent company and appropriate systems.
We have a project

aren’t,
it is
With this in mind, we We
asked
howbutorganizations
are monitoring these remotely
devices.
We doconnected
monitor,
underway,
5% Similar to
something
we
It’s
not
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but it is largely
monitoring social media,
7% indicate
they have successful automated monitoring
in place for remote devices. In
probably
should
relevant to our
manual,
30%
this case, 16%, as opposed
to16%
the 9% for social media, indicate they do this
for defensive
purposes. (Figure 26)
business,do,
21%

Figure 26: How are you monitoring remotely connected devices
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do monitor,
access pads, cameras, etc.)?
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Applications

We do monitor,
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We know there is investment being made in content analytics and thatmanual,
systems
12%are being bought for this
We
aren’t,
but
it
is
We
do monitor,
purpose, the questions is to something
what extent?
When
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about
the
number
of
systems in place, 32%
we
but it is largely
of our respondents indicateprobably
they have
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with12%
11% indicating several or
should
manual,
We aren’t,
but it is
do, 17%
“lots”. Additionally, 15% aresomething
planning
for it. (Figure 27)
we
probably should
Figure 27: Do you currently havedo,
one17%
or more active “big content” or “content analytics” applications making use
of unstructured or textual data for business insight?
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It stands to reason that if business organizations have several applications in place, one would
investigate the content projects to uncover where the focus lies and how analytics applications are being
used. In the case of 27% of our respondents, content projects span a wide variety of content types and
multiple repositories while 21% say they do not consider their content to be “big”, but that they are
using complex analytics techniques to analyze their content assets. (Figure 28)
The content is not

The content we are

Figure 28: How “big”,
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high project?
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Analysis, while important, is only part of the overall discussion. What you do with the data, and how
you bring it all together is also essential to success. It cannot and should not be siloed, and drives more
benefit when linked to other data and systems. When we asked about linkage to other transactional or
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structured data, 40% of our respondents say their analytics are tied to multiple transactional systems with
32% indicating ties to a singular system like ERP, Finance, or HR. (Figure 29)
Figure 29: Does/do your big content project(s) involve a link to transactional or structured data?
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and 32% use solutions purchased from their ECM provider. (Figure 30) Given the number of in-house
identified here, this could reflect a lack of understanding as to what is available on the market or a general
Analycsto
products
reluctance to fully commit
a third party offering.
from your ECM
Figure
30: Which
project(s)?
In-house
vendor(s),
32% of the following are you using for your big content
developed tools,
57%
Analycs products
from
your
ECM
Pure-play analycs
In-house
vendor(s), 32%
products, 11%
developed tools,
57%
Pure-play analycs
products, 11%
Open Source
soluons, 30%
Open Source
soluons, 30%Cloud/SaaS
services, 35%

External custom
development, 25%
External custom
development, 25%

Cloud/SaaS
services, 35%

6 months or less,
10%
Not measured,
So the tools are in place, data
is
being
extracted,
to
some
level
the
data
is
linked to other systems, but
19%

what does it mean in terms of return-on-investment (ROI)? Once the effort and mechanisms are in place,
how quickly can a return be realized – or should it? Our respondents tell
us thator26%
6 months
less, realized ROI within
10% 6-12
twelve months, while 10% Not
of those
say it was within six months that they began
to see
ROI. 16%
(Figure
measured,
months,
31) Another 5% said ROI was realized
between 12-18 months. The point is that provided goals are set,
19%
metrics are determined, and you can measure results, in this case, according to 31% of respondents,
6-12 months, 16%
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Open Source
Analycs
soluons,
30%products
from your ECM
vendor(s), 32%

External
custom
In-house
development,
25%
developed tools,
57%

Cloud/SaaS

Pure-play
analycs months.
expect to see ROI within
eighteen
What is surprising is that 19% of organizations are not measuring
services, 35%
11%question of how they determine if a project is a success or failure?
their ROI, which thenproducts,
begs the

Figure 31: How would you rate the ROI from your big content project(s)?
6 months or less,
10%

Open Source
Not measured,
soluons,
30%
19%

External custom
development, 25%
6-12 months, 16%

Cloud/SaaS
services, 35%

6 months or less,
10% 12-18 months, 5%

Too early to Not
say, measured,
19%
22%

1-2 years, 11%
6-12 months, 16%
More than 3 years,
3%

2-3 years, 8%

ROI can be achieved within 18 months, provided goals are set, metrics determined
measurements
taken
12-18 months,
5%
Too earlyis
to delivering
say,
to assess how well a project
and if corrections are needed to achieve the goals.
22%

Other, 10%
Manual
1-2 years, 11%
process/acvity
measurements
reducon, 39% of success

being Improved
realizedfindability,
within
31%

So if ROI is
18 months or less, what are the
being used? Our
3 years, they are measuring are reductions in manual processes and
respondents tell us that the topMore
twothan
elements
3%
activities (39%), and faster processing times (44%). This2-3seems
to be a logical view since it stands to reason
years, 8%
that if manual processes and activities are eliminated or minimized, and replaced with automated processes,
processing times should improve in both speed and consistency. (Figure 32)
Consistent
and 32:
Figure
defensible content
management
pracces, 24%

How are you measuring the ROI of your analytics
projects?
Fewer error rates,

Improved findability,
31%
Increased accuracy
in metadata
applicaon, 18%

Consistent and
defensible content
management
pracces, 24%

Increased accuracy
in metadata
applicaon, 18%

19%

Other, 10%

Manual
process/acvity
reducon, 39%
Faster processing
mes, 44%

Fewer error rates,
19%

Faster processing
mes, 44%

Diving deeper into how measurements are determined, we asked about the focus for the initial anchor
analytics projects. Thirty percent of our respondents say their focus is on content findability with 19% focusing
on sales and marketing activities. Fifteen percent have focused on case management activities. (Figure 33) The
message here is one of focus. There must be a specific goal and focus in mind in order to properly determine
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project success and ROI. Whether that focus is sales and marketing, case management, or resume processing,
there must be a target goal and related business problem in mind, for the project as technology for the sake of
technology use often fails to meet expectations.
Figure 33: Where is your focus for your initial anchor project?
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Opinions and Other
Spend

One’s perceptions of a product or service influences whether or not a purchase will occur. In the same way you
will or will not buy a product or service in your personal life, organizational perceptions influence their purchase
decisions. When we asked about the perceptions of analytics, 52% agree and 22% strongly agree that there is
real business insight to be gained if they get
The indication being
there is a definite sense
0%their analytics right.
50%
100%
among the community that there is a perceived benefit to analytics use. Figure 34)
Automated classificaon using content
analycs
is do you feel about the following statements?
Figure
How
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control.
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Perception drives purchase decisions and adoption. It is important to know and understand the user
perceptions about products and services for projects to succeed.
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WeThere
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brand protec
onin
is aanalytics,
must theseand
days.recognizing there is exponential growth in the volumes
Given there is perceived
value
of information available and being captured, we asked for the top picks of how this growing mass of
We are being held back by the absence of allocated
information
will
be managed
percent of our respondents say they will rely on
responsibili
es and going
a lack offorward.
analy cs Sixty-three
skills.
their existing ECM/DM/RM systems while 53% indicate they will turn to SharePoint and Office 365. Use
of a combination of cloud
andDisagree
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systems Neither
– a hybrid
– nor
is inDisagree
the mix for
41% of
our respondents.
Strongly
Disagree
Agree
Agree
Strongly
Agree
(Figure 35)

Figure 35: In your opinion, how will your organization manage their increasing volumes of
information going forward?
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So what does this all mean when it comes to where money and resources will be spent over the next 12
months? Our study finds that there will beOther
increased focus and spending by 42% of our respondents on
inbound workflow automation with 40% indicating they will increase spending on content analytics for
the purpose of gaining better business insight. Additionally, 39% say they will increase their spending and
efforts on auto-classification. (Figure 36) There is definite opportunity for growth and technology adoption
in relation to the use of analytics for automation
is clear 80%
definition100%
of project
0%and insight
20% provided
40% there60%
goals.
OCR and data capture

Figure 36: How do you think your organization’s spending on the following products, applications or modules in the
Inbound
workflow
next
12 months
will automa
compare on
with what was actually spent in the last 12 months?
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Conclusion and Recommendations

The time has come for businesses of all sizes and types to delve deeper into their business operations, gather and
analyze more detailed information about their customers, and utilize their information assets more intelligently. This
requires planning, focus, and commitment to continuously improve upon what is in place. This requires information
and process analytics in ways once dreamed of and today is a reality.
It is also a time to view the enterprise more holistically, with an eye on types of information to be collected, where
it comes from - the Internet-of-Things – and how it can be used beyond its original intent. For example, the
information collected from healthcare devices not only provides data to the Doctor; it can also be used in aggregate
to identify patterns or anomalies across patients. In similar fashion, the utility meters provide usage data, but can
also serve to identify trends in different regions and can be used to develop and offer new products or services.
When it comes to social media, analytics can identify potential issues arising based on customer comments, and
also identify shifts in buying patterns.
In my view, the time has come to take off the blinders, look beyond traditional boundaries of business content
and leverage business information more intelligently. Replication and duplication of information can be eliminated.
Information identification, collection, classification, and analytics can be automated to the degree where based on
set criteria, business decisions can be made, records managed, and processes initiated, without human oversight.
Yes there is an investment to be made, and yes there is expertise required, but this was also true when computers
first came into the business world.
Our research proves that it is very possible to move an organization forward using analytics to extract knowledge
and automate business processes and activities. It also shows that organizations are taking this very seriously with
trailblazers proving the theories, additional organizations becoming citizens of the growing analytics community and
outlanders quickly realizing they are falling behind and could risk extinction.
I encourage you to ask these following recommendations and assess just how your organization can increase
knowledge extraction, business insight, and automate processes based on analytics use.

Recommendations
n Identify a potential business process where analytics is or could be used today.
n Assess where the process slows down, what information is involved, and the sources of that information.
n Identify who is in charge of radical process review in that area, and seek endorsement for policies on analytics
use.

n Ensure that existing processes are taking full advantage of OCR, data capture and integration with core
enterprise systems.

n Position the capture process “right at the door” in order to capture as early in the process and as close to the
first touch point as possible.

n Look beyond the corporate walls and traditional forms of information to include social media, and the
Internet-of-Things as primary sources of information.

n Develop a strategy to leverage captured and analyzed information across multiple departments and for
multiple purposes. While the data collected from poser meters is used for billing, it can also be used in
product development. Security and access readers not only control access activity, the information gathered
can be used as a preventative measure to identify potential threats of unauthorized access attempts.

n Establish a continuous improvement program that will periodically review and refine those changes you make
now. When a project ends, it should be the beginning of an on-going process improvement practice that looks
for ways to improve upon the foundation you have set and extend those capabilities to other departments
within the organization.

n If you are unsure of where to begin or how to begin, seek professional assistance and/or training to help
you set off on the right path. Look to your current suppliers and service providers for guidance. Turn to your
professional associations and peers to find advice and training that will teach you best practices. It is better to
take a step forward and learn, than to take no step and fall behind.
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Appendix 1: Survey Demographics
Survey Background
276 individual members of the AIIM community during the months of September and October 2016 took
the survey using a web-based tool. Invitations to take the survey were sent via email to a selection of the
195,000+ AIIM community members.

Organizational Size
AIIM survey respondents represent organizations of all sizes. Larger organizations over 5,000 employees
represent 32%%, with mid-sized organizations of 501 to 5,000 employees at 28%. Small-to-mid sized
organizations with 1 to 500 employees representing the largest segment of survey takers at 41%.
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over 22%
10,000
emps,
emps, 22%

1-10 emps,
1-10
5% emps,
5%
11-100
11-100
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17%
emps, 17%

5,0015,00110,000
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10%
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19%
emps, 19%

1,001-5,000
1,001-5,000
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19%
emps, 19%

501-1,000
501-1,000
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9%
emps, 9%

Geography
Sixty-one percent of the participants are based in North America, with 25% from EMEA-R, and 14% rest-ofworld.
Mexico,
Asia, Far East, 2%
Asia, Far East, 2%

Middle East, Africa,
Middle
East,
S.Africa,
5%Africa,
S.Africa, 5%
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Russia, 1%
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UK, Ireland, 6%
UK, Ireland, 6%
Canada, 12%
Canada, 12%

Industry Sector

Local and National Government together make up 12%, and Finance, Banking, and Insurance 14%, IT and
Retail, Transport,
hi-tech non-supplier 7%.
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2%
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Departments
24% of departments represented are from IT/IT Services, 23% corporate, and 18% records and information
management.
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Other, 5%
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Markeng, 6%
Sales, 11%

Research and
Development, 4%

Job Roles
15% are records and information management staff, 18% heads of records and information management,
22% C-level Executive, President, CEO, and Line-of-Business Executives.
President, CEO,
Managing Director,
7%

Other, 9%
IT staff, 9%
Head of IT, 2%

Chief Data Officer,
Knowledge Officer,
Analyst, 2%

IT Consultant or
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Appendix 2: Selective Comments
Do you have any general comments to make about your capture
systems and mobile capture deployments? (Selective)
n It’s a must to survive, we have just noticed and started.
n Need a playbook for best practices from start to ROI: way too many options and variables, and it isn’t
cheap.
n Our company is falling behind due to a lack of aggressive strategy in this area.
n Content analytics is a critical solution to improving our content understanding
n At a small law firm, one has to make do with the tools one has. That means really learning the RM
and DM programs to maximize search and content management abilities.
n The hardest part is selling the business value, convincing C level execs that an investment of this type
of tech will increase profits
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Underwritten by
www.ibm.com
IBM has one of the industry’s broadest portfolios of ECM software, which is used by large multinational
enterprises for transactional content management, knowledge management and a variety of business content
services. While especially strong in the financial services, insurance, telecom and government sectors, IBM
ECM solutions are seeing growing adoption in retail, healthcare and distribution, to name a few. Consistently
rated the leader in ECM by Gartner, Forrester, and IDC, IBM ECM solutions offer robust and scalable tools for
intelligent capture, document management, report management and records management with a reputation
for strong governance, risk and compliance capabilities. Work management capabilities include advanced
workflow, dynamic case management, enterprise file sync and share, eDiscovery and advanced search. As
organizations build up their Digital Business capabilities, content volume increases and grows more diverse,
with voice, video and IoT data. Today, leading IBM clients are turning to analytics and artificial intelligence
integrated with content for a deeper understanding of people and processes and for new solutions in fraud
prevention. Many are also expanding their content solutions to engage more users with cloud and mobile
capabilities. Business content connects customers and companies, employees and partners, and every
department within an enterprise. IBM clients and business partners are building a new generation of solutions
to engage across all stakeholders for better customer experiences, improved productivity and better business
outcomes.
For more information, visit www.ibm.com/analytics/us/en/technology/enterprise-content-management/
or email David Jenness djenness@us.ibm.com.
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You've just downloaded and read
the latest AIIM Industry Watch
Report on Paper Free. What now?

Take your skills to the next level by learning how to map, design, capture
and automate operational processes using a combination of strategies, and
technologies with AIIM’s Training Courses

Learn more, visit: www.aiim.org/training
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AIIM (www.aiim.org) AIIM is the global community of information professionals.
We provide the education, research and certification that information professionals
need to manage and share information assets in an era of mobile, social, cloud and
big data.
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